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Abstract9

The problem of /nding a suitable neural network topology for a given task is often solved
by evolutionary computation. In this paper, we show empirically that online adaptation of the11
search strategy can increase the performance of evolutionary structure optimization. After a brief
overview of strategy adaptation in evolutionary computation, we present a general method for13
adjusting the probabilities of applying variation operators. In example problems the adaptation
method leads to faster optimization and better solutions when used in structure optimization15
of neural networks. We observe that during the evolutionary process the operator probabilities
change in an intuitive way depending on the task. c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.17
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1. Introduction

The performance of a neural network (NN) depends crucially on the underlying21
network topology. Finding a suitable topology for a given task constitutes a di;cult
structure optimization problem, which has been tackled successfully with evolutionary23
algorithms (EAs) [59,1]. Various EAs for structure optimization exist, but currently
there is no constructive way of adjusting the parameters of these algorithms for a25
given problem, except some general design heuristics [20,54]. However, the ability of
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an evolutionary algorithm to adapt its search strategy during the optimization process1
is an important concept in evolutionary computation, see the overviews [3,51,19]. In
this article, a derandomized algorithm that adapts the probabilities of applying variation3
operators is proposed and evaluated in the context of structure optimization of NNs.
In Section 2, we give a brief survey of strategy adaptation in EAs and discuss strategy5

adaptation within the framework of global random search. In Section 3, a method for
adjusting operator probabilities is described. In Section 4, we compare algorithms with7
adaptive and /xed operator probabilities applied to structure optimization of NNs.

2. Strategy adaptation9

Throughout this article, we denote the setting of an EA (i.e., the choice of the varia-
tion operators and their parameters, the population size, . . . ) as its search strategy. The11
variables that parameterize the space of search strategies are called strategy parameters.
Online adaptation of these parameters (i.e., during optimization) is important because13
the best setting of an EA is not known a priori for a given task and the optimal search
strategy is usually not constant during the evolutionary process. The latter point is of15
particular importance in the case of non-static /tness landscapes, as considered in [33].
Evolutionary algorithms can be regarded as a class of global random search algo-17

rithms. Let G denote the search (genotype) space and � : G → R a quality (/tness)
function. The general global random search scheme can be described as follows:

19
1. Choose a joint probability distribution P(t)

G� on G�. Set t := 1.

2. Obtain � points g(t)1 ; : : : ; g(t)� by sampling from the distribution P(t)
G� . Evaluate �21

(perhaps with random noise) at these points.
3. According to a /xed (algorithm dependent) rule construct a new probability distri-23

bution P(t+1)
G� on G�.

4. Check for some appropriate stopping condition; if the algorithm has not terminated,25
substitute t := t + 1 and return to step 2.

In an EA, the search distributions P(t)
G� are de/ned by the population 1 and the search27

operators. 2 Sampling the distribution corresponds to generating oHspring. Constructing
a new probability distribution in step 3 corresponds to selection and the update of the29
search strategy. From this point of view, altering the population and altering the search
operators are of equal importance.31

1 There is a growing interest in (evolutionary) algorithms that adapt search distributions not based on the
concept of populations [11,35,38].

2 In some EAs, the distribution P(t)
G� can be factorized as

P(t)
G� (g1; : : : ; g�) = P(t)

G (g1; �(t)) · · ·P(t)
G (g�; �

(t)): (1)

This means, the oHspring are created independently of each other based on the same distribution. In this
case, the above scheme corresponds to global random search as de/ned in [60]. In general P(t)

G� cannot be
factorized as in (1), e.g., when crossover producing multiple oHspring is employed or each parent generates
exactly one oHspring as in Section 4.1.
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Strategy adaptation methods can be categorized roughly according to three major1
questions [51]:
What is being adapted? In most cases, the parameters of operators are adjusted, e.g.,3

the mutation distribution (in evolution strategies [41,49,42,50,37,25], in evolutionary
programming [23], or in genetic algorithms by adapting the mutation probabilities [8]),5
recombination [48,53] including linkage learning [26], or acceptance levels in the em-
ployed selection operator [46]. Other parameters that have been adapted include the7
probabilities of applying operators [17,18,34,24,16,56,30,33,28,36], the population size
[52,27], the lifetime of individuals [7], and parts of the encoding [47].9
What is the scope of adaptation? Strategy parameters can refer to diHerent levels; they

can aHect the whole population, single individuals, or components of single individuals.11
Adaptation at the level of the individual is reasonable if diHerent regions in the search
space require diHerent search strategies and there is enough diversity in the population13
for diHerent regions to be explored at the same time. Examples of the adaptation at the
component level are the adjustment of individual step-sizes in evolution strategies and15
the control of the mutation probabilities of the components of /nite state machines in
evolutionary programming [5]. The level depends strongly on what is being adapted—17
for instance the population size should be adapted at the population level. However,
the covariance matrix adaptation proposed in [25] adapts at the population level the19
step sizes, which refer to components of individuals.
How are the changes made? This question can be further subdivided into two ques-21

tions: What is the evidence upon which the adaptation is based and how is the change
of the search strategy carried out? The strategy parameters can be altered in a deter-23
ministic or stochastic way. The adaptation process can be determined by an external
/xed schedule or by a heuristic based on information gathered during the evolutionary25
process, see Section 3. An important concept is self-adaptation [9], which is used in
all main paradigms of evolutionary computation [48,23,8,42,50,22,4]: Some strategy27
parameters are part of each individual and are subject to the same selection process
as the individuals. They can be altered either stochastically by means of mutation and29
recombination or in a deterministic manner.
What little theory exists on strategy adaptation in EAs is mostly in the /eld of evo-31

lution strategies, e.g., there are recent investigations of the inKuence of self-adaptation
on the population mean and variance [12] and convergence [45]. It has been shown33
empirically that the combination of diHerent adaptation strategies can be bene/cial
[10]. Recently, the theoretical link between self-adaptation and non-injective genotype–35
phenotype mappings has been established [55].

3. An algorithm for the adaptation of operator probabilities37

If diHerent operators are employed in an EA, the probabilities of their application
(also called operator /tnesses [18] or operator probabilities) can be regarded as strategy39
parameters, which are suitable for online adaptation. The /rst step is to judge the per-
formance of the operators. In most cases, the performance measure is somehow related41
to (recent) /tness improvements produced by the operator [17,18,34,24,30,33,28,36].
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However, other heuristics are reasonable, e.g., in [21] it is suggested to increase the1
mutation rate in cases of a loss of diversity in the population.
An adaptation scheme for operator probabilities based on a performance measure3

should ful/ll the following basic requirements: An operator that has performed better
than another for a certain number of generations should have a higher operator /tness;5
equal performance of two operators should lead to equal operator /tness values. There
should be a minimum probability, say pmin, for each operator to be applied, so that7
no operator, which might be useful at a later stage of the optimization process, may
become extinct. Further, random Kuctuations of the probabilities should be damped.9
The algorithm presented in the remainder of this section takes these requirements into
account.11
The goal is to maximize a /tness function �. Let � be the set of variation operators

and let p(t)
o be the probability that o∈� is chosen at generation t. We consider only13

asexual operators (see [33] for a brief discussion of sexual or panmictic operators in
this context) and suppose that each oHspring is generated in the following way: First,15
a parent is reproduced. Then, the number of mutation operators to be applied consecu-
tively to the reproduced individual is determined. This number can be constant or given17
by a random variable. Then the operators to be applied are selected independently from
� at random, where the operator o has the probability p(t)

o .19
Let O

(t)
o contain all oHspring produced at generation t by an application of the

operator o. If an oHspring is produced by applying more than one operator, then there21
is a “credit assignment” problem. We suggest treating this case as if the oHspring has
been generated several times, once by each of the operators involved. For example, if23
individual g has been generated by consecutive application of the operators oi and oj,
then g is added to O

(t)
oi and O

(t)
oj .25

A quality measure for operators can be based on an elemental real-valued function
q that measures the value of a single modi/cation. One possible choice for such a27
measure, which depends only on the /tness values of the generated oHspring g and of
its parent, has been termed bene4t [56] and is given by29

qB(g) :=max{�(g)− �(parent(g)); 0}: (2)

The function parent : G → G returns simply the parent for a given oHspring. This
de/nition, which is used for operator adaptation in [56,28], can be regarded as a31
combination of the probability of improvement and the expected improvement [42,50].
It is important to consider not only the probability of bene/cial steps: An operator33
that rarely generates large improvements should be rated similarly as an operator that
produces small improvements frequently.35
Another performance measure can be de/ned as

qB∗(g) :=max{�(g)− �(gbest); 0}; (3)

where gbest is the best individual in the current parent population. This measure corre-37
sponds to Davis’ local delta or credit [17,18] and the absolute bene4t [33]. It links the
bene/t to evolvability [2] in the sense that the ability to produce better oHspring than39
the best in the population is rewarded. The absolute bene/t has the following major
drawback: If the problem is di;cult for the EA and oHspring that are better than the41
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best are rare, then the absolute bene/t is determined by only a few events and the1
empirical evidence for the adaptation may become unreliable.
As an addition to the rhs of Eqs. (2) and (3), the computational eHort of each3

operator in question has to be considered [33,29], i.e., the quality must be normalized
by the computational costs incurred to achieve it (which may be measured in /tness5
evaluations).
In our operator adaptation algorithm, the operator probabilities are updated every7

� generations. We call this period an adaptation cycle. The quality of an operator o
during � generations measured after generation t is given by9

q(t; �)o :=

∑�−1
i=0

∑
g∈O

(t−i)
o

q(g)∑�−1
i=0 |O(t−i)

o |
: (4)

This means, q(t; �)o measures the average performance achieved by the operator o over an
adaptation cycle. It is convenient to de/ne the quality of all employed search operators11
during a time interval �:

q(t; �)all :=
∑
o′∈�

q(t; �)o′ : (5)

Now we can formulate our algorithm for the adaptation of the operator probabilities.13
For t ¿ 0 the probabilities p(t+1)

o can be calculated as follows:

If tmod �= 0 then
for each o∈� do

p̃(t+1)
o :=

{
� · q(t; �)o =q(t; �)all + (1− �) · p̃(t)

o if q(t; �)all ¿ 0

�=|�|+ (1− �) · p̃(t)
o otherwise

for each o∈� do

p(t+1)
o :=pmin + (1− |�| · pmin)

p̃(t+1)
o∑

o′∈� p̃ (t+1)
o′

else
p(t+1)

o :=p(t)
o15

Here, p̃(t+1)
o is some kind of weighted average of the quality of the operator o,

where the inKuence of previous adaptation cycles decreases exponentially. The rate17
of this decay is controlled by �∈ (0; 1], where � = 1 means that all information from
previous adaptation cycles is ignored. The operator /tness p(t+1)

o is computed from the19
weighted average p̃(t+1)

o , such that all operator probabilities sum to one and are not
lower than the bound pmin ¡ 1=|�|. We initialize p̃(0)

o =p(0)
o for all o∈�. If we have21

no a priori information about the operator performance, we set p(0)
o = 1=|�| for all

o∈�. Setting � = 1 and �= 1 yields the update rule proposed in [28].23
The described algorithm has the following desired properties: 3

3 Note that any sequence an+1 = �x+ (1− �)an converges to x as n → ∞ and �∈ (0; 1] regardless of the
initial value of an.
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1. For all o∈� and all generations t it holds p(t)
o ¿pmin.1

2. If o; o′ ∈� and for all generations t ¿ t0
�−1∑
i=0

q(t−i)
o ¿

�−1∑
i=0

q(t−i)
o′

then3

lim
t→∞p(t)

o ¿ lim
t→∞p(t)

o′ :

3. If o; o′ ∈� and for all generations t ¿ t0
�−1∑
i=0

q(t−i)
o =

�−1∑
i=0

q(t−i)
o′

then5

lim
t→∞p(t)

o = lim
t→∞p(t)

o′ :

Note that if all operators have performance 0, then the operator /tness values are
adapted such that they approach equal operator /tness 1=|�|. This is in contrast to the7
algorithm suggested by Davis [18], where in this case the operator probabilities would
not be altered.9
The proposed adaptation algorithm itself has free parameters, namely pmin, � and �.

However, in general the number of free parameters is reduced compared to the number11
of parameters that are adapted. Further, the adaptation adds a new quality to the EA
as the operator probabilities can vary over time. Guidelines for the choice of the new13
parameters exist. The value of � determines how often the operator /tness values are
updated. A larger � leads to a better estimate of the operator performance, because15
� · � · p(t)

o gives the expectation of the number of times an operator o is sampled
between updates (here � is the number of oHspring produced at each generation). The17
damping parameter �, which corresponds to the momentum parameter in some gradient
descent algorithms, is used to control Kuctuations; decreasing � can compensate for19
small �. To our experience, the new parameters are very robust.
Here we do not consider dependencies between operators. There might be operators21

that prepare bene/cial variations and operators that work only in conjunction with
other operators. However, in order to estimate higher order relations between operators23
a large sample is needed, i.e., � · � has to be large. Davis [17,18] proposed a method
where the development of each individual is stored and credit can be passed back to25
preceding variations. Such a mechanism could be added to our algorithm.
Our method is similar to the derandomized adaptation of the Gaussian mutation27

distribution in evolution strategies as proposed in [25]. The adaptation takes place
at the population level and is based on eHects of the operators in the /tness space.29
Further, the adaptation is derandomized in the sense that adaptation is deterministic.
The damping eHect of the momentum term can be compared to the evolution path31
considered in [25]. However, there is a major diHerence between the adaptation of
operator probabilities in discrete optimization and adaptation of mutation distributions33
in real-valued ES: In Rn a search direction exists. Most methods in the area of strategy
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adaptation—including ours—assume implicitly that something like a search direction1
exists. For example, adding a particular component once to a chemical plant may be
bene/cial. But does this constitute something like a direction, i.e., does this imply that3
adding more of that component is also bene/cial, or that adding the same component to
other structures represented in the current population is advantageous? In the remainder5
of this study, we show that such a “direction” may exist in structure optimization tasks.
As an example, we consider topology optimization of neural networks.7

4. Experimental evaluation

4.1. Structure optimization of neural networks9

In this investigation, we concentrate on feed-forward neural networks (NNs). Con-
sider a network N with d external inputs and m external outputs consisting of n11
neurons v1; : : : ; vn. Additionally, there is an extra unit v0 with constant output for the
implementation of bias (threshold) parameters. The topology of the network can be13
described by a graph GN = (VN; EN) with vertices VN = {v0; : : : ; vn}. There is an
edge (vj; vi)∈EN iH the neuron vi gets input from neuron vj. A graph representing a15
NN is regarded as valid iH each hidden node (i.e, neither external input nor output)
lies on a path from an external input unit to an external output unit and there are no17
cycles.
In our exemplary topology optimization algorithm, valid networks are encoded using19

a direct encoding, i.e., each connection in the NN is represented explicitly in the
genotype together with the corresponding weights.21
There are three classes of elemental operators (similar to the algorithm proposed in

[6]). First, there are node-altering operators:23

addNode. A new node is added, which gets two inputs and one output connection
obeying the layer restrictions (i.e., a maximum number of layers).25

deleteNode. A hidden node, say va, and all connections to or from va are deleted. If
va was the only input to a hidden node, this node is connected with one27
of the former inputs to va, which is chosen randomly. If after the deletion
a hidden node has no output connection, this node is connected with one29
of the former outputs of va.

Second, connection-altering operators are used:31

addConnection. A forward connection is added obeying the layer restrictions.
deleteConnection. A connection that is not necessary for the network to be valid is33

deleted.

Third, there is an operator that alters only the weights:35

jogWeights. For each weight, a random value is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and variance �2 = 0:1 and added to the weight.37

In every generation, each parent produces one oHspring. Elemental operators are chosen
randomly and are applied to the oHspring. The process of choosing and applying an39
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operator is repeated 1 + x times, where x is the realization of a Poisson distributed1
random number with mean �. This procedure inspired by [15] allows for “correlated”
mutations and ensures detection of the optimal structure with probability one assuming3
a /nite structure space [44]. In all our experiments, setting � = 1 yielded signi/cantly
better results than �=0. Hence, in the following only the results for �=1 are reported.5
After mutation, each individual is trained by gradient-based optimization. This learn-

ing phase is stopped either after 100 cycles or when the training progress as de/ned7
in [40] measured after a training strip of length 5 dropped below 0:01 (an algorithm
to adapt the number of training cycles during structure optimization is presented in9
[29]). An improved version of the Rprop algorithm is used for training [43,31,32]. We
use Lamarckian evolution, i.e., inheritance of acquired characteristics [14]: after the11
learning process the weights are stored in the genotype.
The number of hidden layers is restricted to two, i.e., the maximum length of a (di-13

rected) path from an external input to an external output is three. EP-style tournament
selection with /ve opponents is applied to determine the parents for the next generation15
[22].
We would like to emphasize that our investigation focuses on the operator adaptation.17

Rather than being as e;cient as possible, the described algorithm is intended to be
instructive. In particular, we preferred to keep the elemental mutation operators simple19
and to not consider generalization explicitly in our evaluations.

4.2. Test problems21

We use two real-world test problems from the PROBEN1 benchmark collection [39],
namely the diabetes1 and cancer1 data sets. These are binary classi/cation tasks; a23
1-of-2 encoding is used for the output. In the diabetes1 classi/cation problem there are
8 inputs. The training set consists of 384 patterns, where some of the patterns contain25
meaningless zero entries. The cancer1 problem has 9 inputs and the data set consists
of 350 patterns.27
The overall error that determines the /tness of a network N is computed as

E(N) = !Eclass(N) + |EN|+ Emse(N): (6)

Here, Eclass is the classi/cation error after learning has stopped, i.e., the percentage29
of wrongly classi/ed patterns, and Emse is the mean-squared error. The term |EN|
counts the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the network, i.e., the number of weights and31
bias parameters. The weighting factor ! is set to 106 in our experiments, so normally
!Eclass(N)�|EN|�Emse(N). This /tness function is not arbitrary; there are several33
reasons to prefer the smaller of two networks with equal classi/cation error. For exam-
ple, smaller networks can be (re)trained and evaluated faster on sequential hardware,35
may be easier to analyze, and the costs of their hardware implementation may be lower.
Further, there are arguments that smaller networks show better generalization behavior37
(see [13, Chapters 9,10] for references).
We run the structure optimization algorithm for the test problems without operator39

adaptation, with adaptation using the bene/t, and with adaptation using the absolute
bene/t. For each setup 64 independent trials are performed using the same 64 initial-41
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izations for the three diHerent algorithms. We assume that there is no prior knowledge1
about how to choose the operator /tness (usually, node-altering operators would be ap-
plied less often than connection-altering ones) and start each trial with equal operator3
probabilities, p(0)

o = 1=|�| for all o∈�.
In the case of the diabetes task, there are 4–6 hidden neurons in the NNs that form5

the initial population. In contrast, the initial populations for the cancer problem contain
networks with 10–20 hidden neurons. The reason for the diHerent initializations is7
that we want to observe diHerent adaptation dynamics; the diHerent initial conditions
have been assigned arbitrarily to the problems. In all the trials with variable operator9
probabilities, we use the same parameters for the adaptation algorithm, where the ad
hoc values � = 4, pmin = 0:1 and � = 0:3 have not been tuned. The population size is11
set to 20.
To get an idea about the magnitude of the overall error, network topologies that13

gave good results in previous investigations (an 8–2–2–2 and a 9–4–2–2 feed-forward
NN with all shortcut connections for diabetes1 and cancer1, respectively [39]) have15
been trained 100 times for 1000 cycles. After every training cycle, we calculated the
overall error Eq. (6). The best result achieved was 143 296 for the diabetes and 581417
for the cancer task. However, the training aimed only at reducing the mean-squared
error and not at optimizing Eq. (6). Therefore, a comparison with the overall error of19
the evolved networks has a bias.

4.3. Results21

The /tness trajectories in Fig. 1 show that the adaptive EAs outperform the static
ones. The medians of the /nal errors of the evolved NNs are much smaller than the23
best results achieved with the standard architectures. Adaptation based on the bene/t,
Eq. (2), tends to be better than adaptation using the absolute bene/t, Eq. (3). How-25
ever, the diHerences are not statistically signi/cant (e.g., Wilcoxon rank sum test 4 in
generation 250, p¿ 0:1). In the case of the diabetes task, the EA using the bene/t27
performs statistically better than the static method (e.g., generation 250, p¡ 0:005).
The other adaptive algorithm also gives better results than the static one (e.g., genera-29
tion 250, p¡ 0:05). In the cancer task, the diHerences between the adaptive EA using
the bene/t and the method using /xed operator probabilities are statistically signi/cant31
(e.g., generation 250, p¡ 0:05).
Looking at the trajectories of the operator probabilities averaged over the 64 trials,33

Figs. 2 and 3, it can be found that the operator /tness values adapt in an intuitive
and task-dependent manner and that their ranking changes during the evolutionary35
process. In the diabetes task, where the initial networks only have few weights, it is
bene/cial to add new nodes and connections to make it easier for the NNs to classify37
more patterns correctly. Fig. 2 shows the diHerent adaptation dynamics dependent on
whether the bene/t or the absolute bene/t is used. When using the bene/t (upper39
plot) the operators’ probabilities stay rather constant after the initial 75 generations. In

4 We prefer the median to visualize the error trajectories because of its higher robustness. The results are
not normally distributed, so the non-parametric Wilcoxon test is used [58].
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Fig. 1. Medians of the best individual’s /tness, based on 64 trials per algorithm. The upper /gure corresponds
to the diabetes classi/cation task, the lower to the cancer problem.

contrast, when the absolute bene/t is used, the operator probabilities approach 1=|�|.1
This is because individuals that are /tter than the best individual are generated rarely
in the later stages of evolution and therefore all operators are rated similarly.3
As the initial populations in the cancer task consisted of comparatively large net-

works, there is only a small period of about 20 generations in the beginning during5
which the operators that add DOF are superior. After that, the strategy changes com-
pletely and the operators that reduce the complexity perform better and therefore get7
higher probabilities of application. First, the more drastic deleteNode performs best,
but after about 75 generations, when the average number of nodes of the NNs in the9
population has been adapted and smaller changes of the structures are needed, delete-
Connection becomes more important. This demonstrates the known fact that operators11
may play diHerent roles at diHerent stages of evolution.
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Fig. 2. Operator probabilities for the diabetes task averaged over 64 trials. The upper plot shows adaptation
based on the bene/t, the lower one based on the absolute bene/t.

5. Discussion1

In this study, a population level adaptation scheme for operator probabilities is pre-
sented, which combines ideas that have been developed in [18,56,25]. The adaptation3
is deterministic and is based on the /tness improvement induced by the operators.
The algorithm has proven to be bene/cial when used in structure optimization of neu-5
ral networks. Our main /ndings are: structure optimization with operator adaptation
performs statistically signi/cantly better than optimization without operator adaptation.7
The operator probabilities change in an intuitive way during evolution depending on
the task and the initialization of the algorithm. Measuring the /tness improvement over9
the parent tends to give better results than measuring the /tness improvement over the
best individual in the population. A nearly optimal static parameter schedule can be11
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Fig. 3. Operator probabilities based on the bene/t for the cancer task averaged over 64 trials.

expected to perform better than any adaptive method, since adaptation takes time to1
gather the information needed for adjusting the strategy. However, the optimal setup of
an EA, which in general changes during the evolutionary process, is usually unknown.3
Although /tness improvement measures only “microscopic” behavior, which may

have no implication on the “macroscopic” behavior of the EA [57], and the concept5
of a “search direction” is di;cult to apply to structure optimization, our experiments
presented here and in earlier work [33] show that the rule of thumb that recent bene-7
/cial modi/cations are likely to be also bene/cial for the population in the following
generations may still be successful in structure optimization scenarios.9
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